
in loving memory. Acrylic ink and water 
on vellum, photographic prints. 2019.



“who doesn’t love a ruby snake?”. 
Acrylic paint, acrylic ink, and 
thread on developed film 
photographs. 2019.



a collection of fractured lines. 24 
developed film photographs, 
approx. 30x30”, 2020.

A series of 23 printed film photographs 
documenting the making of three unique white 
and black drawings. Unedited and unseen prior 
to development, a stilling of moments and 
movements that no longer exist. These images 
remember an obscured and distorted lifetime 
of the ever changing artworks. Reconfigured, 
rearranged, missing pieces, this collection of 
snapshots restructures the timeline they once 
captured and in the process, creates a new 
drawing entirely their own.



 

a portrait of the ghosts that knew my name. Acrylic ink and 
chalk on rag paper, 30x40”, 2020.



White lines on black paper. A collection of ever-changing drawings of places 
translated through time and memory onto a two-dimensional surface. Skewed 
perspective and proportions piece together a semi-fictional image of reality. These 
places, as they are represented, do not exist. While lines made in ink may be more 
permanent, chalk shifts and smudges constantly as each drawing becomes a ghost of 
what it once was. 

a portrait of the ghosts that knew my name, Details.



a record of time past. 16min. 50sec. Video. 2020. 
Screen capture from video.



Fibre and flesh forever altered by time and by hand. 
A sheet of black paper, nailed to a white wall to be folded over and over, 
and renailed again, and then unfurled. The continuous act of folding 
becomes a visual, physical remnant of the passage of time twice recorded: 
once in the flesh of the paper as it retains the trauma of its folding and 
again through the digital lense. Played over and over, each second 
connects to the next. As it is unraveled, it begins to remember, reconnect 
with its past, but it can never return there. Each crease, fold, tear, and 
hole in its surface marks a moment in time, a reminder that it will never 
be as it once was.



things inscribed. 
Acrylic ink, 
graphite, 
ballpoint pen, 
intaglio ink, and 
thread on vellum 
and various types 
of paper, approx. 
35x45”. 2020.



An inscription is defined as something written, engraved, or 
printed as a lasting record. Leftover dreams, thoughts, memories; 
preservation of the otherwise ethereal, ephemeral things. 
Inscriptions extracted from journals, notebooks, and the backs of 
photographs made into copper etchings, printed, then 
ghostprinted, embossed, traced, handwritten, or completely 
ripped from the original source and sewn together by hand. This 
collection of things inscribed is a drawing with no images. 

things inscribed, 
Details.



remembered artifacts. Embroidery on recycled fabric, 16” diameter.. 2021.



1 hour, 46 minutes, and 3 
seconds of video footage (22 
minutes and 55 seconds 
corrupted and forever lost) 
recording the research and photo 
documentation of a farm left 
abandoned since 2013. 
Restructured, rearticulated, and 
condensed, this film pieces 
together a narrative of its life as 
it exists now and of its past 
relived. 

archival quality (expired) i. 1min. 39sec. Video. 2020.
Screen capture from video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5BGhkdtJlrI 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5BGhkdtJlrI


archival quality (expired) ii. Collection of 8 digitally scanned photographic collages (printed photos, 
glue) paired with 8 digital photographs. 2021



archival quality (expired) ii. continued.



Fragmented photographs of an abandoned rural 
property prior to its abdication are collaged over 
photos taken 7 years later, documenting it in its 
current state of decay and dilapidation. Broken, 
boarded up, and set ablaze, this now expired 
house was once a family home. These are paired 
with a series of photographic images of the 
framed collages displayed in situ. The two sets of 
images were taken 6 months apart from each 
other. This collection of collages and 
photographs merges the timelines to form a 
narrative of its life as it exists now.



archival quality (expired) iii. - remembering death. 3min. 7sec. Video. 2021.
Screen capture from video. 



An early recollection of an introduction to death.

Drawn in chalk onto the textured plaster walls of a decaying house, an image of a 
recently deceased rabbit. The act of drawing on the leftovers of an abandoned 
home forges a connection between two distinct histories, acknowledges the 
universality of mortality, and remains as a physical trace of intervention. As the 
structure continues to decompose, the drawing will fade with it, chalk lines 
smudging, running, and rubbing away. While the physical remnants of these will 
deteriorate, it's digital iteration will not, lasting to be played over and over and 
over. This video holds a preservative function, however it's fractured, fragmented 
body recounts the events incorrectly, with pieces missing



malleable substance. 1min. 35sec. Video, 
graphite, silly putty, wall tacks. 2021.
Screen captures from video.


